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Abstract

Subsistence (or food) fisheries are under-studied, and the interaction between
subsistence and commercial fisheries have not been studied systematically.
Addressing this gap is the main contribution of the present paper, which focuses
on how to deal with the challenge of overlapping commercial and subsistence
fisheries. The study was conducted in Norway House Cree Nation, with qualitative
data collection and questionnaire surveys. Commercial fishing in Norway House
takes place during spring/summer and fall seasons, whereas subsistence fishing
takes place throughout the year. Commercial fishing mostly occurs in the open
waters of Lake Winnipeg; subsistence fishing in rivers adjacent to the reserve and in
smaller lakes inland. How do fishers and the community deal with overlaps and
potential conflicts between the two kinds of fisheries? The main mechanism is the
separation of the two temporally and spatially. In the remaining overlap areas,
conflict resolution relies on monitoring of net ownership and informal communication.
The first mechanism is regulatory but really de facto co-management in the way it is
implemented. The second is consistent with Cree cultural values of respect, reciprocity
and tolerance.

Keywords: Canada, Commercial fishing, Conflict resolution, Indigenous peoples,
Subsistence fishing

Introduction
Fishing is not only a livelihood but also a means of acquiring food for many people in

various parts of the world. Small-scale fisheries make multiple contributions to local

economies, society and culture (Weeratunge et al. 2014; Jentoft 2014), and may be pur-

sued with multiple objectives (Nunan 2010, 2014). However, small-scale fisheries are

not monolithic and may include both commercial and subsistence components (Sow-

man and Cardoso 2010; Berkes 2015). Commercial fishers and subsistence fishers may

in some areas be depending on the same natural resource base. There can be conflicts

if both kinds of fisheries exist in the same area or community. For example, commer-

cial fisheries may overexploit the resource base, or commercial fishers’ gear may inter-

cept fish runs toward subsistence fishing areas (Ommer and team 2007). How can

such conflicts be resolved? This article tries to address these challenges when
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commercial and subsistence fisheries overlap and it becomes necessary to deal with po-

tential conflicts.

Subsistence fisheries exist in many parts of the world but are understudied (Berkes

1990; Zeller et al. 2014). In particular inland subsistence fisheries tend to be ignored

and do not get as much attention as do marine fisheries (Cooke and Murchie 2015).

Global fisheries data available from the FAO underestimates the contribution of sub-

sistence fisheries and small-scale fisheries in general (Bartley et al. 2015; Pauly 2014;

Harper and Zeller 2011; Lingard et al. 2011). FAO statistics are based on official land-

ings, and often do not reliably account for fish harvests that do not enter market mech-

anisms. A system based on the commercial value of the catch underestimates the real

value of subsistence fisheries and their role in local and regional economies (Pauly

2014; Bartley et al. 2015). In terms of research and management, subsistence fisheries

are in a disadvantageous position, as financial resources are often allocated largely on

the basis of the commercial value of landed fish (Penn and Weinstein 2003). The litera-

ture of subsistence fishing is scarce and limited to few geographic areas such as South

Africa (Branch 2002; Sowman 2006; Napier et al. 2005; Cockcroft et al. 2002), Australia

(Barber et al. 2015; Busilacchi et al. 2013; Russell et al. 2015; Jackson et al. 2012), and

Canada (Ommer and team 2007; Harris and Millerd 2010; Berkes 2012).

Subsistence fisheries are important not only for food but also for culture. For ex-

ample, fishing is considered to be part of First Nations culture in northern Manitoba

and elsewhere in the Canadian North. Some Indigenous peoples in Canada are referred

to as First Nations. The significance of fish to First Nations communities is exhibited

by lands (reserves) set aside for the exclusive use of indigenous peoples. Reserves are al-

most always adjacent to good fishing areas, both inland and coastal (Tough 1996). Fish-

ing plays an important role in bringing people together socially and culturally, for

example in the celebration of First Salmon ceremony (Berkes 2015, p. 232). In many

areas, fish is the most abundant and reliable subsistence resource (Berkes 1990). Even

though the importance of subsistence resources are well known in the indigenous peo-

ples food and nutrition literature, the role of subsistence fisheries is not explicitly dis-

cussed (Kuhnlein et al. 2013).

Canadian courts have established that food or subsistence fisheries of indigenous

people have priority over all other uses of the resource (Harris and Millerd 2010). “Sub-

sistence fishing” is referred in literature also as “food fishing”, “domestic fishing”, and

“native harvesting” (Berkes 1988). Branch et al. (2002) refer to subsistence fishers as

“poor people” who personally harvest marine resources as a source of food for house-

hold consumption or sell their harvest to meet the basic needs of food security, even

though there are no data in the literature to show that subsistence fishers are necessar-

ily “poor people”. The number of terms used in literature regarding subsistence fisher-

ies can create confusion (Clark et al. 2002). In this paper, we use the terms subsistence

and food fishing interchangeably, and define subsistence fisheries as “local, non-

commercial fisheries, oriented not primarily for recreation but for the procurement of

fish for consumption of the fishers, their families and community” (Berkes 1988, p.

319). Sharing is often an important part of subsistence fishing and plays a significant

role in ensuring community food security (Berkes et al. 1994).

The available literature on North America often equates subsistence fisheries with

aboriginal (indigenous) fisheries, and the older literature includes detailed studies from
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parts of North America, such as the Great Lakes and the Pacific Northwest (Cooke and

Murchie 2015). Historically, indigenous subsistence fisheries were impacted by com-

mercial fisheries (Tough 1984). In the United States Pacific Northwest (Cohen 1986)

and in the adjoining Canadian Province of British Columbia, the development of com-

mercial salmon fisheries undermined local indigenous economies (Ommer and team

2007; Trosper 2009). In the Province of Manitoba, the development of commercial fish-

eries, mainly for lake whitefish Coregonus clupeaformis undermined native subsistence

fisheries (Tough 1984, 1996). However, under certain circumstances, commercial and

subsistence fisheries can co-exist. Experience in South Africa indicates that, for co-

existence to occur, commercialization of subsistence fisheries needs to be socially bene-

ficial and the fishery managed properly (Arnason and Kashorte 2006).

In many parts of the world, for example in Manitoba, Canada, commercial and sub-

sistence fisheries in fact do co-exist. Manitoba statistics for 2013–14, compiled by the

Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation, indicate that 30 First Nations out of a total of

63 were licensed for commercial fisheries; we assume that all or nearly all 63 have sub-

sistence fisheries as well. This raises the question of how these two kinds of fisheries

co-exist in the same area, often the fishing area of a small community. Limited pub-

lished literature exists on the interaction between the two kinds of fisheries. The paper

tries to address the challenge of co-existence by focusing on the mechanisms that make

co-existence possible, using the case of a relatively remote First Nations community in

northern Manitoba.

Study area and research methods
The study was conducted in Norway House Cree Nation, one of the largest First Na-

tions communities in Manitoba, with a resident population of 4758 in 2011 (Statistics

Canada 2013). Norway House is situated 450 km north of Winnipeg, at the conver-

gence of Lake Winnipeg and the Nelson River (Fig. 1). Norway House was an import-

ant fur trade post in the 18th and 19th centuries. The majority of residents are Cree,

one of the largest aboriginal groups in Canada that extend across the boreal and sub-

arctic regions from Labrador to British Columbia. Fishing is an important part of First

Nations livelihoods; and Norway House is no exception, with fishers engaged in both

subsistence and commercial fishing.

Norway House Fisherman’s Co-op was established in 1962. The commercial fishing li-

cences are owned and regulated by the Co-op. The Co-op has 50 active commercial fish-

ing licences, all of them held by male fishers. The Co-op also has two inactive licences. If

a commercial fisher is inactive for two consecutive years, his licence becomes vacant.

Commercial fishers renew their fishing licences every year by paying a small renewal fee

to the Manitoba Department of Conservation and Water Stewardship. It is by law in

Manitoba that commercial fishers have to sell their commercial catches to Fresh Water

Fish Marketing Corporation, and Norway House fishers do this through their Co-op.

In the study area, only three species are quota fish, managed under quantitative har-

vest limits: walleye, Sander vitreus (locally called pickerel), sauger, Sander canadensis,

and lake whitefish (including lake herring, Coregonus artedii), and these quotas are

controlled by the Co-op. During the fishing season, a commercial fisher is only allowed

to bring 20 tubs (one tub is about 27 kg) of quota fish per day and unlimited tubs of

non-quota fish. Commercial fishing occurs in three places: Lake Winnipeg, Playgreen
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Lake and Kiskittogisu Lake. During the spring/summer season fishers can only fish in

Lake Winnipeg; during fall season they can fish in all three lakes. There are different

quotas allocated for these different lakes. Lake Winnipeg has the highest quota of

608,000 kg round weight (of which only 280,305 kg can be walleye and sauger), Play-

green Lake has a total quota of 115,900 kg round weight and Kiskittogisu Lake has a

total quota of 31,000 kg round weight. Commercial fishers have to fulfill their quota

from a specific lake before they are allowed to fish in another lake. They are not

allowed to sell fish of one lake under the quota of another lake. The Co-op has two fish

landing stations: Playgreen station (operates in all fishing seasons) and Whiskeyjack sta-

tion (operates only in fall fishing season).

Fig. 1 Location of Norway house Cree Nation in Manitoba, Canada
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Most members of a household, men, women and children, participate in subsistence

fishing. Traditionally, fishing was a family activity. However, in recent years, the role of

women in subsistence fishing has declined to low levels, according to a senior inform-

ant. People go to rivers and small lakes adjacent to the community for subsistence fish-

ing. For those who go to hunting camps, there is also subsistence fishing in the lakes in

the interior of Norway House’s community harvesting area. Given the importance of

fishing for the community, there is an outdoor education course in schools in Norway

House for children to learn how to fish.

This study was conducted over a period of 14 months from September 2013 to No-

vember 2014. The study included commercial fishers and subsistence fishers as re-

search participants. We also conducted interviews with the president, secretary and

members of Norway House Fisherman’s Co-op. This mixed-methods research study

employed semi-structured interviews of key informants and focus group discussions,

followed by two separate questionnaires surveys (administered to commercial fishers and

subsistence fishers) and additional interviews to follow up on results of the questionnaires.

Two community researchers were employed to help with questionnaire surveys. The

questionnaire was pretested by fishers, Co-op members and other community members

to ensure that the questions were culturally appropriate and respectful.

The questionnaire survey for commercial fishers used snowball sampling. The sample

size was 35 (out of 50, or some 70 % of the Co-op membership). We asked commercial

fishers if they perceived any conflict between the two kinds of fisheries. An interpreter

was employed to help interview senior fishers who speak only Cree. A similar but dif-

ferent set of questions was used for subsistence fishers. The sample size was 100 house-

holds, and the interviews were held with both men and women household heads were

possible and included the harvest of all members of that household. The household

questionnaire survey was conducted by a community researcher from October 2013 to

March 2014. He went from door to door and conducted the survey. The sample frame

included all different groups of fishers, particularly seniors, female headed-households,

old peoples’ home and presumed low-income households. We identified key informants

by discussing with senior fishers, Co-op officials and community researchers. We con-

ducted detailed interviews of key informants to follow up on the questionnaire results

and to validate the data. During the follow up interviews we asked questions on Cree

cultural values and its role on resolving conflicts between two kinds of fisheries.

We obtained statistical data on seasonal catch of commercial fishers from the Norway

House Fisherman’s Co-op and we conducted semi-structured interviews with the Con-

servation and Water Stewardship (the government regulatory body) district supervisor

and his assistant to find out how they regulate commercial and subsistence fishers, for

example, in making sure that commercial fishers follow the start and end dates of com-

mercial fishing seasons, and in enforcing commercial fishing guidelines (e.g., the mini-

mum allowable mesh size and the maximum boat size).

Results: overlap between subsistence and commercial fisheries
Questionnaire data showed a high percentage of Norway House households (77 of 100

or 77 %) participating in subsistence fishing in the year of 2012–13. We asked the head

of each household to identify their fish harvesting pattern from a given list of four op-

tions. The list includes intensive harvesters (according to community members a fisher
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who brings a “lot of” fish), active harvesters (according to community members a fisher

who brings “some but not a lot of” fish), occasional harvesters (according to commu-

nity members a fisher who harvests fish only “occasionally”) and non-harvester (who

does not harvest at all). Results show that participation rate is high, but relatively few

households fish intensively. About 58 % of the subsistence fishing households are occa-

sional harvesters (Fig. 2).

All commercial fishers in our sample (35 of 35) also took part in subsistence fishing.

Out of 52 commercial fishers in Norway House Fisherman’s Co-op, 47 were treaty (i.e.,

registered indigenous people) commercial fishers and five were non-treaty fishers.

Treaty commercial fishers can participate in both kinds of fisheries, as subsistence fish-

eries is a treaty right (Fig. 3). The potential overlap (and therefore conflict) between

subsistence and commercial fishing was analyzed with respect to two factors: overlap in

the species harvested and overlap in the fishing gear use.

Both kinds of fisheries target same fish species

Commercial and subsistence fishers targeted similar species. In the questionnaire sur-

vey, subsistence fishers were asked to indicate their main species by season, in terms of

their largest catch, medium catch and occasional catch (by weight) for the year 2012–

13. Table 1 shows the results. In all seasons, the main species harvested was walleye,

lake whitefish and northern pike, Esox lucius, locally called jackfish, were seasonally im-

portant, and the species of occasional catch varied from season to season.

Walleye is also the commercially most significant species, followed by lake whitefish,

northern pike and white sucker. In fact, every single fish species that occurs in the sub-

sistence list (Table 1) also occurs in the commercial list (Table 2) with the exception of

burbot. This latter species is only harvested for subsistence purposes during the winter

season. The liver of burbot is considered as a delicacy for First Nations people, and pre-

sumably important for nutrition in winter, as burbot is a freshwater cod and the liver is

Fig. 2 The number of subsistence fishing households based on their harvesting intensity in 2012–13 (N = 100)
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rich in vitamin D (“cod liver oil”). According to informants, burbot was very popular in

the past and it is still popular among elders in the community but not among the youn-

ger generations.

Both kinds of fisheries use similar fishing gear

Commercial fishers usually use gill nets from open boats to catch all commercial spe-

cies. They cannot have more than 1400 m of fishing net in the water at one time which

means they are only allowed 15 nets at a time. Subsistence fishers typically use one or

two nets, but there is no legal restriction on the number of nets as long as the catch is

used for personal and household consumption. In Norway House, as elsewhere in the

Canadian subarctic and boreal zone (Berkes 1977; Berkes et al. 1994), most subsistence

fishing used to be carried out by the use of gill nets, supplemented by set lines and

rod-and-reel fishing, with fish traps and seining, as appropriate for an area. However,

the imported technique of rod-and-reel fishing has become increasingly more import-

ant; as it is cheaper compared to gill nets to purchase and easier to use. According to a

knowledgeable informant, the use of gillnets in Norway House has declined mainly due

to increasing cost of gas as one needs a boat to use gillnets for fishing, and probably

more than half of the subsistence fishing is done by rod-and-reel.

There are a number of differences in the equipment used and applicable regulations

for the two kinds of fisheries. According to questionnaire data, 57 % of commercial

fishers used fiberglass boats and the rest aluminum boats. These boats were usually

equipped with two 120 HP engines for speed and safety. Subsistence fishers use a var-

iety of boats including paddle canoes and canoes with engines (mostly less powerful).

Commercial fishers can use various mesh sizes but not smaller than 4.25 in. (108 mm)

as specified in their fishing licences. For subsistence fishers there is no restriction on

Fig. 3 First Nations commercial fishers can conduct both subsistence and commercial fishing

Table 1 Species harvested by subsistence fishers at Norway House in 2012–13

Seasons Largest catch Medium catch Occasional catch

Summer/Fall Walleye Lake whitefish Whitefish, sauger, northern pike and white sucker
(Catostomus commersonii, locally called mullet)

Winter Walleye Whitefish, northern pike Northern pike, sauger, white sucker and burbot
(Lota lota, locally called mariah)

Spring Walleye Northern pike Whitefish, northern pike
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mesh size. Commercial fishers are not allowed to fish in rivers or within 1.5 km of river

mouths (to protect spawners and spawning areas). Subsistence fishers do not have such

restrictions and they can put nets anywhere, as long as the area is not closed for con-

servation purposes.

In summary, both commercial and subsistence fisheries target the same species and

use similar fishing gears (gillnets) but the subsistence fishery increasingly uses rod-and-

reel as well. However, the two kinds of fishing differ in terms of the scale of operations:

small number (50) of commercial fishers harvesting intensively vs. large number (some

1800, assuming two fishers per active household) of subsistence fishers fishing sporad-

ically and lightly. Based on survey results, 77 % of households participate in the subsist-

ence fishery, that is, some 610–620 out of a total of about 800 households, assuming

4758 residents and six persons per household. (Exact numbers are not available due to

seasonal movements of families in and out of the community.) However, these large

numbers of subsistence fishers fish a few locations only a few days of the year. Table 3

shows the number of households (N = 100) participating in subsistence fishing by sea-

son in 2012–13.

The two kinds of fisheries also differ in the size of boats and engines used and the ap-

plicable regulations. Nevertheless, it is clear that there is substantial overlap between

the two kinds of fisheries. How do the fishers and the community of Norway House

deal with the potential conflicts, such as damaging one another’s gear or blocking fish

movements?

Dealing with potential conflicts between subsistence and commercial fishing
In Norway House, the potential conflict between the two kinds of fisheries is handled

by temporal and spatial separation of the two. Temporal separation refers to the segre-

gation of the two fisheries temporally, with the two fisheries taking place in different

times of the year. Spatial separation refers to fisheries taking place in different geo-

graphical locations within the community’s fishing area. These two measures provide

separation but not absolute separation, requiring some additional arrangements to

Table 2 Commercially significant fish species according to catch and sale records of Norway
House Fisherman’s Co-op in the year 2012–13

Rank Species Percent of total revenue

1 Walleye including sauger 51

2 Lake whitefish including lake herring 44

3 Northern pike 3

4 White sucker 1

5 Other 1

Table 3 About how many days did you spend subsistence fishing during the year 2012-13?

Number of days Number of subsistence fishers
fishing in Summer/Fall

Number of subsistence fishers
fishing in Winter season

Number of subsistence fishers
fishing in Spring Season

1–5 days 21 13 25

5–15 days 31 10 31

15–45 days 4 3 8

Over 45 days 7 2 5
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avoid potential conflicts. These include monitoring of net ownership and informal ne-

gotiation and communication.

Temporal separation

We interviewed community members and asked if they perceived a conflict between

commercial and subsistence fisheries. No one perceived a conflict between the two, and

many commented on the complementarity of the two.

There is no conflict. We don’t have commercial fishing three weeks in summer and

3 weeks in the fall. We can pretty much harvest domestic fish in between

commercial fishing seasons. During commercial fishing season, if people ask for fish,

we usually give it to them. We share our catches. If I am done my quota [reached

the legal catch limit] and I have extra walleyes, I will usually give it to somebody

whose asking for it or [someone] I know hasn’t eaten fish for a while-Commercial

fisher A, personal communication, January 2014.

Commercial fishing in Norway House takes place during spring/summer and fall sea-

sons. Spring/summer commercial fishing lasts for 5 weeks and fall commercial fishing

lasts for 6 weeks. In total, commercial fishing is carried out over 11 weeks of the year.

Commercial fishing does not take place in winter. However, subsistence fishing takes

place throughout the year, including the winter season.

Spatial separation

In our domestic fishing areas, we cannot do commercial fishing as we do not get

enough volume of fish. The domestic fishing areas are mostly in the rivers, and the

commercial fishing areas are in the lake where there are deeper and more water.-

Commercial fisher B, personal communication, March 2014.

Commercial fishing occurs mostly in the open waters of Lake Winnipeg where com-

mercial fishers can obtain large catches of walleye and lake whitefish, the two species that

are economically most profitable. During fall fishing season, commercial fishers can fish

in Lake Winnipeg, as well as in the smaller Playgreen and Kiskittogiso lakes; however dur-

ing spring/summer season they can only fish in Lake Winnipeg. Commercial fishers first

fish in Lake Winnipeg, as it is more profitable to fish there, and the Fisherman’s Co-op

monitors the fish coming into the station. After the quota is filled in Lake Winnipeg, Co-

op then opens Playgreen Lake for fishing. Subsistence fishing occurs mainly in rivers,

small lakes adjacent to the community, and in lakes in the interior to the north and north-

east of the community. It does not take place in the open waters of Lake Winnipeg. Sub-

sistence fishers were asked to list the areas where they go for food fishing. The areas

included Playgreen Lake, Little Playgreen Lake, Blackwater, Jam Rapids, Paimusk Creek,

Molson Lake, Spider Lake, and Whiskeyjack. All of these are non-commercial water bod-

ies (with the exception of Playgreen Lake) or lakes in the interior.

Playgreen is the only place where I do domestic and commercial fishing. There is

never really a conflict… There [are] lot of places to fish and not too many people go
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out to Lake Winnipeg to do domestic fishing. They usually do it in rivers around their

area or close by rivers-Commercial fisher A, personal communication, March 2014.

There is evidence that spatial separation has been evolving over the years to reduce

conflicts. According to a senior fisher, there used to be conflict between the two kinds

of fisheries around 20 years ago when subsistence fishing was not allowed in Playgreen

Lake, and both kinds of fishing took place in Lake Winnipeg. This is not the case any

longer. Further, the current distributions of the two kinds of fisheries seem to suit local

preferences. Many subsistence fishers prefer non-commercial areas, and many would

agree with the following comment that river fish taste better.

People say there is a difference between Lake Winnipeg fish and river fish. I also

think they are different in taste and size. [That is because] fish from river are smaller

and the ones in the Lake are larger. Tastewise, river fish do not have that fishy odor

[and] taste. The smaller the fish, it tastes better. Lake fish is bigger in size and has a

fishy taste. River fish is smaller in size and does not have a fishy taste. River fish tastes

better than lake fish.-Commercial fisher B, personal communication, March 2014.

Although commercial and subsistence fisheries are separated to a large extent tem-

porally and spatially, there are places where overlap occurs between the two (Fig. 4).

These are the two relatively small lakes near the community, namely Playgreen Lake

(with 45 commercial fishers in the 2014 summer/fall season) and Kiskittogiso Lake (11

commercial fishers), according to data from the Manitoba Department of Conservation

and Water Stewardship. It is these two areas that require additional arrangements for

the resolution of potential conflicts.

Fig. 4 Overlapping areas of commercial and subsistence fishing at Norway House
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Monitoring of net ownership

To enforce regulations, the provincial conservation officer teams up with an assistant

officer who is a senior member of Norway House, well respected in the community by

other fishers and community members. The officer takes an educational approach in

dealing with rule enforcement, which includes creating awareness about fishing regula-

tions. At the beginning of each fishing season, the conservation office puts announce-

ments in the local radio to remind fishers to tag their nets. All nets need to be tagged

in order to establish the authority under which the net is set. Every First Nation mem-

ber has a treaty number; by law, every subsistence fisher has to tag his net with his

name and unique treaty number. And every commercial fisher has to tag his net with

his commercial licence number. When conservation officers find a net that is not

tagged, they first put their cards as a warning. According to the officers, in recent years

they have not had to lay charges or fine anyone, as the informal warning seems to be

effective.

According to conservation officers, in the recent past there has not been any conflict

between subsistence and commercial fishers in the community. The ease of monitoring

net ownership has probably been a factor in this, as it helps conservation officers detect

any commercial fishing nets set in non-commercial fishing areas such as rivers. The

prevailing net monitoring system also makes it easier for conservation officers to track

any discrepancies in commercial landings vs. quotas by lake, discouraging commercial

fishers from setting nets in areas that they should not be fishing and generally keeping

the two kinds of fishing separate.

Informal negotiation and communication

Even though the two fisheries are separated by the mechanisms described above, there

are nevertheless some possibilities for conflict, as for example, a subsistence fisher set-

ting nets in the commercial fishing area. This kind of problem tends to be resolved by

informal negotiation and communication, consistent with Cree cultural values of mu-

tual tolerance, respect and reciprocity. For example, an old fisher with a single net in a

commercial area is tolerated. As well, there are some customary sites for specific fam-

ilies or senior subsistence fishers, and other parties mutually respect that. For example,

older people go to Nelson River for subsistence fishing and younger fishers respect

their fishing areas and fish elsewhere to avoid conflict.

Most of the domestic fishing happens along the rivers here in Norway House. Older

people will go down the bank to put their net and they also put their treaty number

on their marking. As long as they are not covering the whole river [and blocking fish

passage] it is ok. Nelson River is the place where most of the older people go for

fishing. We usually know who they are because when we drive our boats, we see the

person with their nets. So word of mouth goes around pretty fast that ‘so and so’ is

fishing in this area. People usually know that this fellow usually puts their net in this

place.-Subsistence fisher B, personal communication, March 2014.

Much of this informal communication for resource allocation is part of the self-

management of subsistence fisheries, whereby different fishers or different groups of

fishers solve their own problems through communication and negotiation (Berkes
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1977; Berkes 2012). The fact that the customary practice is backed up by government

regulation and enforcement helps maintain good social relations. The presence of the

assistant conservation officer, a respected member of Norway House community, is an

important factor in this equation.

Discussion and conclusions
Both subsistence and commercial fisheries are important: the commercial fishery brings

cash income, and the subsistence fishery provides food for local consumption. Both

kinds of fishing may be contributing to food security either directly or indirectly

through the purchase of other food from commercial fishing income (Sen 1981). In

Norway House, both kinds of fisheries do contribute to food security (Islam and Berkes,

2016). Food security is a large topic in its own right, and is not dealt with in the present

paper. Managing small-scale fisheries for food security is likely to become increasingly

important (McClanahan et al. 2015). This is specially so considering that even in mid-

dle income countries such as Brazil, small-scale fisheries provide more human food

than do large-scale fisheries (Begossi 2010). Further, the global significance of subsist-

ence fisheries for food security is increasingly recognized (Branch 2002; Sowman 2006;

Pauly 2014). In the case of Norway House, for example, both subsistence and commer-

cial fishers share their catches with other households and contribute to food security at

the community level.

In Southern Africa, many small-scale fisheries have a subsistence component in the

sense that a part of the catch is diverted to household and community needs, such as

local food and income (Sowman 2006; Béné et al. 2007). Globally, inland capture fisher-

ies, and its subsistence component, are underestimated. This is because much of the

harvest is for local food and local and regional trade, and none formally enters the mar-

ket economy (Béné et al. 2007; HLPE 2014; Bartley et al. 2015). However, commercial

and subsistence fisheries are treated as distinct if they come under different sets of gov-

ernment regulations. Such is the case in Canada’s indigenous fisheries (Harris and Mill-

erd 2010). The rules that apply to commercial fisheries do not apply to food fishing,

which is an indigenous right, subject to conservation considerations. However, if the

two kinds of fisheries take place in the same area, there is potential for conflict, a topic

that does not seem to have been addressed in the literature to any extent.

This gap in the literature was addressed here by examining the case of Norway House

Cree Nation in northern Manitoba, at the northern tip of the tenth largest lake in the

world. The commercial fishery is organized along the lines of most commercial fisher-

ies in Canada, at sea and in large lakes, with a catch quota system, open and closed sea-

sons, and fishing gear regulations. At Norway House, the entire fish quota is held by a

52-member fisheries co-op, which also harvests and sells non-quota species. Much lar-

ger numbers of people, catching smaller amounts of fish per capita, comprise the sub-

sistence fishery. About three-quarters of households of this relatively large indigenous

community participate in the food fishery. Subsistence fishing is an aboriginal right,

and the fishery does not come under direct government regulation, except for species

and areas closed for conservation reasons.

In Norway House, there appeared to be a potential for conflict because the two kinds

of fisheries harvested the same species of fish, with walleye as the top commercial spe-

cies as well as the most highly preferred subsistence species. Further, the two fisheries
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employed similar gear, with the commercial fishery using gillnets and the subsistence

fishery using a mix of gillnets and rod-and-reel. One potential reason for lack of con-

flict is that northern Lake Winnipeg is a large area and the number of fishers is rela-

tively small. However, northern lakes in Canada are low in biological productivity, and

walleye stocks are fully exploited (Ayles et al. 2011).

The potential conflict between the two kinds of fisheries is resolved by a mix of

mechanisms. First is the temporal separation of the two fisheries. The commercial fish-

ery takes place over 11 weeks of the year; the subsistence fishery is year-round. A more

clear-cut temporal separation is practiced in some indigenous communities in British

Columbia, Canada, where separate days for subsistence and commercial fishing are in

effect during the salmon season. For instance, on food fishing days, a commercial fisher

with the same boat and gear (e.g., a drift net) may catch fish for subsistence purposes

(Berkes, unpublished field notes).

Second, commercial and subsistence fisheries in Norway House are separated

spatially, a mechanism also used in some areas in British Columbia, Canada. The com-

mercial fishery takes place mostly in the open waters of Lake Winnipeg, whereas the

subsistence fishery takes place mostly in rivers and small lakes. In two relatively small

lakes, the two kinds of fisheries overlap. How then does one ensure that the commer-

cial fishery does not impact the subsistence one, or conversely, food fishers do not get

in the way of commercial fishers as they try to fill their catch quotas in the limited

number of weeks available?

Two additional conflict resolution mechanisms come into play. First, the local con-

servation officers monitor net ownership. Commercial nets and subsistence fishing nets

need to be marked with commercial fishing tags or tags bearing the name and treaty

number of the subsistence fisher, respectively. The tagging system helps enforce regula-

tions, and community members consider this monitoring and enforcement as legitim-

ate, partly (or perhaps largely) because the conservation officer (an outsider) is

accompanied by an assistant officer who is a community member. According to our

interview results, this arrangement appears to be very effective. Further, both officers

strongly agreed in interviews that the arrangement constitutes de facto co-

management, creating a problem-solving dialogue between government management

and local management (Armitage et al. 2007). The second additional mechanism in-

volves informal negotiation and communication, again aided by the low-cost locally ef-

fective co-management of the two conservation officers working together, solving

problems as they appear without having to resort to legal charges or fines.

Understanding Cree cultural values is helpful in illuminating the workings of these

additional conflict resolution mechanisms. Commercial fisheries are not a good fit with

Cree values in the first place because they are production and surplus oriented. As

pointed out by the President of the Fishermen’s Co-op, the objective of the commercial

fishery is to catch fish and make as much money as possible, in theory. In reality, how-

ever, the Co-op does not operate as an outsider organization but is very much inte-

grated into the community. Most profits of the Co-op are reinvested in the community

to promote development. For example, Fisherman’s co-op runs a gas station, a timber

business, a convenient store and a fast-food store which generate employment and in-

come in Norway House. Almost all commercial fishers are also subsistence fishers at

various times of the year. Perhaps most importantly, many commercial fishers share
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their harvests with other community members and contribute to the community’s food

security (Islam and Berkes, 2016). All of these are consistent with Cree values of

sharing and using natural resources, not for individual profit, but for the well-being of

the community as a whole. This makes the commercial fishery a good corporate citizen.

Subsistence fisheries operate according to the Cree cultural logic of self-sufficiency.

Subsistence fishers do not have any incentives to create a surplus; extra fish they catch

cannot be sold but will be given away. Consistent with Cree values of not wasting nat-

ural resources, a Cree fisher catches only as much as he/she needs (Berkes 1977). Ac-

cording to Cree culture, a good fisher or hunter is a person who catches what is

needed, not someone who harvests a surplus above and beyond what would be needed

by the family and shared with a few additional households (Feit 1978).

Informal negotiation and communication for handling conflict are also consistent

with Cree cultural values of tolerance, reciprocity and respect. Small infractions are

tolerated; elders are shown respect by not being contested in good fishing spots near

the community. Significantly, conflict resolution by quiet communication and mutual

respect are preferred over litigation and the embarrassment of charges and fines. Thus,

a conservation officer who can solve problems by such civil (as opposed to confronta-

tional) means gains social acceptance in the community. He/she will be more effective

in enforcement in the long term. The lesson from the case is that government officers

working with subsistence fisheries need to be tuned into the cultural values of the com-

munities in which they work, as also pointed out by Arnason and Kashorte (2006).

Going back to the objectives of the paper, we argue that small-scale commercial and

subsistence fisheries can co-exist, provided appropriate measures are taken by fishers,

community members and authorities to avoid the conflict when two kinds of fisheries

overlap. These measures need to be collaborative, flexible and adaptable, evolving

through communication and negotiation to solve problems learning-by-doing in a step

wise fashion, that is, adaptive learning (Idrobo and Davidson-Hunt 2012). They may be

innovated through de facto co-management, as in the Norway House case. There likely

is no single solution that is universally applicable. The lesson from Norway House is

that conflicts can be avoided by temporal separation, spatial separation, formal moni-

toring and informal negotiation. The Conservation and Water Stewardship office in

Norway House follows an educational approach in implementing regulations and elim-

inating conflict before it occurs. Lessons from Norway House are relevant to other indi-

genous communities elsewhere in Canada, and internationally where small-scale

fisheries and subsistence fisheries are found to co-exist.
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